Known as the book on Queen Elizabeth I, it does live up to its reputation. A princess at birth and bastard by the time she could walk. Elizabeth's early years were like riding in a modern roller-coaster. Queen Elizabeth I is a great book about a great individual who I personally believe was the most important woman who ever walked the Earth. Read more. 6 people found this helpful. Books About Queen Elizabeth I. Unless otherwise noted, these books are for sale at Amazon.com. Your purchase through these links will result in a commission for the owner of the Royalty.nu site. Book categories: Biographies, Youth, Later Life, Writings, Men, Pirates, Espionage, Court, Reign, Politics & Government, Image, Era, Fiction, Mary, Queen of Scots, Children's Books, Movies & Documentaries. Biographies. The Life of Elizabeth I by Alison Weir. Queen Elizabeth I by John E. Neale. Long considered the definitive biography of the great Tudor queen, this book won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for Biography. Elizabeth I by Anne Somerset. Biography of the brilliant, mercurial, seductive, and maddening queen who became the most powerful ruler of her time. Queen Elizabeth I was born on September 7, 1533 in Greenwich. She died on March 24, 1603 in Richmond, Surrey after 45 years as queen. Elizabeth was the daughter of King Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn. In 1536, Henry had Anne beheaded. One of the reasons he had her killed was because she did not give birth to a son. As a princess, Elizabeth gave her family gifts of prayers and poems she had translated herself, written out in her own hand, and decorated with embroidered book covers. She was only eleven when she translated a poem from French into English. In 1554, when her sister Mary was queen, Elizabeth was sent to the Tower of London as a prisoner. Mary believed that Elizabeth supported various plots to remove her from power.